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About This Game

After the battle for Vapeland, the robot Pip and his team decided to attack the planet Kokostan. They equipped the spacecraft
and made an intergalactic leap, but something went wrong and the robots did not go to Kokostan, but to a completely different
world - Narkoland. Immediately as they left the ships they were surprised, since the graphics in this world are low-poly. After a
while, our robots met others - the enemies from Kokostan, who also got into this world, and between them a skirmish ensued.

All were killed, only the robot Pip was left, who needs to get out of this planet, incidentally destroying enemies.
You play for the robot Pip, and you need to get out of the planet Narkoland, destroy enemy robots and find the way to

Kokostan.
Features:

-Continued Robots Attack On Vapeland
-An unusual mix of low-pole + normal graphics

-Good graphics and powerful engine Unreal Engine
-Game genre: 3d shooter game

-Simple and fun gameplay (running around, shooting robots)
-Good soundtrack

-Steam achievements
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Title: Robots 2 Unknown World
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nikita "Ghost_RUS"
Publisher:
Ghost_RUS Games
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: Intel Core I5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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This is an incredibly neat little game. Highly recommended!. This may possibly be the best game of all time. Truly enlightened
my mind, changed my ways of life, and it has inspired me to go forth and become a forklift operator.. good video game. If you
liked Hotline Miami, this is totally like it. All the blood, all the fun and even more techniques such as a dash to escape enemies
or their bullets....great game!. nice game. i can spend all my life killing the cute animals i don't want to kill out of boredom. 24
of ~69 in my "How many games can I get for under $5?" review series.

This game stands out as the most entertainment per dollar of any game I have ever purchased. At around 5 cents, it's footprint
on the wallet is so vastly miniscule. But don't let that fool you. It's sound is fabulous and the mechanics are simple. It's the sort
of game you can go into zombie mode and just grind away at for hours. I don;t even know how long I played it, but I finally
came to and snapped out of it to write this review for a moment, then I'm going to go right back to playing it instead of
continuting the series tonight.

It's beautiful. I have been reviewing games on my list for a good few hours or so and I was starting to think I wouldn't find any
gems in the pile of hot garbage that this series has been throwing at me. If you have to choose a single game from this series to
buy, this one is currently #1 on the list. I'd pay full price if I hadn't gotten it on sale and knew it was that entertaining.

Edit: I have never had so much fun with a blatant asset flip. Whoever wrote the original should have released it as a game
isntead of an asset. But I assume they're getting their money's worth in royalties. At least I hope they are.. If you like tactical
wargames, like the Achtung Panzer / Graviteam Tactics series, go no further. While Command Ops 2 obviously lacks the eye-
candy graphics that AP/GT has, it makes up for that in complexity and immersion. The content and mechanics of this war
simulator is just amazing. While the free version of the game "only" has three missions (including the tutorial - what is a
simplified scenario, not a "how it works" session), you can play both sides and tweak them as you see fit with several options. So
there is a high replay value here and there are some good free scenarios out there, if you want to try something new. Note that a
playthrough of a mission can take up to several hours, so even the free core game will give you 20+ hours of fun. Not to
mention that this is not a scripted game - each playthrough can and will differ from the previous one.

This game is very complex and you will need to do some research on it. Now, I'm familiar with wargames and I always like to
start without even checking basic things, just to fool around a bit and get familiar with the mechanics by myself. Usually
(somehow) I can manage it in the first run, but not this time: the tutorial mission ended up with decisive defeat (it was fun to
watch though). After checking the official video tutorials on Youtube, some playthroughs and checking the 200 page manual
(place: Steam - steamapps - common - Command Ops 2 - Documentation) for further information, I was able to do a decisive
victory. So if you download the game, make sure to check the tutorial videos, keep the manual at hand and you should do fine.

For me, the GUI was perfect after I learnt the basics and the units on the battlefield are presented well. There are many tools in
the game that can help you to check various things in your planning phase of an advance or defense, so getting familiar with the
interface is a must. As the game description says, this is not a clicking intensive game, you do not manage every single unit on
the field like in a turn-based wargame. Yes, it is possible to do that, but why would you? You are a commander! Your job is to
plan and coordinate various missions for your subordinates and they will do their own tactical decisions to achive the objective -
and the AI is very able and competent to do that.

If you are a wargame fan, in my opinion, this simulation game well deserves a place in your library!. You will die and for a good
price.
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PROS -
- non-linear play. Go where you want, when you want, even of your not a high enough level.
- Decent RPG feel
- destroy blocks with your spells.

CONS -
- Diagonal play with straight left to right map, confusing.
- Aiming controls could be alot better, currently you have to be directly infront of the mob in order to hit it.
- Spawn rate could be a bit less. Can't do much exploring without 8-10 mobs attacking you almost constantly.. if you like f-zero
buy this it's a very high speed racer, very fun. One of the best games ever!. Lots of dialoge

but all in all a good game i recomend it. THIS GAME IS GREAT there are a few bug's here and there BUT ONE GUY MADE
THI SON HIS OWN! THIS GAME IS FUN DONT JUDGE IT BY THE GRAPHIC'SOR LACK OF MUSIC OR ANY OF
THAT CRAP ITS FREAKIN FUN FUN THING'S DONT HAVE TO LOOK GOOD! TAKE THIS GAME PALY THIS
GAME LOVE THIS GAME! FOR YOU JUDGY PEOPLE OUT THER ELIKE "THIS GAME IS A LOAD OF CRAP THE
GRAPHIC'S AR BAD THE CONTROL'S ARE WEIRD AND THE MUSIC ITS NOT EVEN THERE" SHUT UP YOU JSUT
GOTAT PALY IT IF YOU ODNT LIKE IT IT'S NOT FOR YOU! BUT THIS GAME IS A QUIET SHOOTER UNLIKE
ANY KIND IT'S UNIQUE IT'S AWESOME AND IT WAS MADE BY ONE GUY!!!!!!!! ONE GUY 10/10 would play again
AND I'D PLAY IT FOR FUN NO REASON JSUT TO HAVE FUN ITS COOL GREAT AND UNIQUE GAMES DONT
COME AROUND AL LTHAT OFTEN I HAD MY DOUBT'S AOBUT IT TOO! BUT MY DOUBT'S WERE WRONG!
BEFORE YOU SAY ANYTHING BAD ABOUT IT OR THINK ITS BAD JUST TRY IT! EVEN MINECRAFT WAS
THOUGHT TO BE BAD THEN IT EXPLODED AND EVERYONE HAS IT!. Do you like Shmups? (Shoot em ups)

WELL THIS KICKS OFF THE AMERICAN ART STYLE IT'S HIDING BEHIND AND SHOOTS YOU LIKE A REAL JAP.

I mean, it's a nice little (hard) arcade game.. Don't write reviews but figured I'd put my two cents in on this game... Due to
family and life I dont have the time I used to in regards to heavy gaming.. This game fits the casual gamer perfectly as it is easy
to play and deep enough for the hardcore gamers.. reminds me of the old school games like galaga and centipede with a
Monsters Inc feel to it. If other MMO or FPS games irritate you this game is a great substitute to just calm down and game out..
Epic way to keep my 20's alive and well. When I bought this game back in the 90's I was in my early 20's I could not stop
playing this game. To see this work with Windows 10 after Windows did a self install of the needed App to play it on Windows
10 was just a plus in my book. Wow great memories now i'm off to play. 10/10. Was holding my party. Then firemen arrived
and wreaked havok.

10 beer barrels out of 10, would party again.. Its a good game, but it doesn't run well on a potato pc. If your PC is too bad, the
game will start to slug like hell. The controlling of game speed with numbered buttons is a nice touch, because you can fast
foward throught boring parts of the game. Overall If you can pick it up under 5€ then your money isn't wasted.
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